Cafe Athens presents its wine card.
### GREEK WHITE WINES

1) RETSINA, classic resin aroma, 13.85
2) ST. PANTELEIMON, sweet bouquet, 14.85
3) CAMBAS BLANC HYMETOS, light, 15.50
4) CALLIGA BLANC DE BLANC, dry, 16.85
5) DEMESTICA, ACHAIA CLAUSS, soft, 17.50
6) ST. HELENA, ACHAIA CLAUSS, rich, 17.75
7) ROBOLLA, CALLIGA, one of Greece's finest white wines, 19.75
8) CAVA CAMBAS, compares to the finest California chardonnays, recommended, 22.85

### GREEK RED WINES

11) DEMESTICA, ACHAIA CLAUSS, aromatic, light, dry, 17.75
12) OTHHELLO, KEQ, compares to some of the best vintage burgundies, 15.50
13) MONTENERO, CALLIGA, crisp, dry, aged, bouquet, 17.25
14) NAUSSA, BOUTARI, bright red Macedonian fine wine, 17.50
15) CAVA, BOUTARI, aged in oakwood casks for four years, 19.75
16) GRAND RESERVE, BOUTARI, Greece's best dry red wine, aged up to ten years, highly recommended, 22.00

### GREEK ROSE WINES

21) RODITIS, PATRAIKI, light, mellow, 13.95
22) CAMBAS, RODITIS, light, medium dry and excellent, 15.85

### GREEK DESSERT WINES

23) MAVRODAPHENE, PATRAS, 17.25
24) COMMANDERIE, ST. JOHN, from the island of Cyprus, one of the finest of aperitifs, 18.95

### IMPORTED RED WINES

51) BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES, fruity and aromatic, a popular French bistro and provincial wine, informal, 16.75
52) CHATEAUNEUF du PAPE, soft and full-bodied, 24.85
53) NUIS ST. GEORGE, deep-colored bouquet and rich-flavor, 52.00, a perfect compliment to our deluxe family feast, 55.00
54) ST. EMILION, robust, dry and full-bodied, 25.75
55) CHATEAU PALMER MARGAUX, 85.00
56) CHIANTI COLLI SENESI, vibrant cherry-plum flavours, 27.00

### CHAMPAGNES

71) KORBEL BRUT, 26.00
72) MOET CHANDON, brut, 52.00
73) DOMAINE CHANDON brut, 32.00
74) MUMM'S CORDON ROUGE, brut, 48.50
75) DOM PERIGNON, 125.00
76) LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL, one of the world's finest and most celebrated champagnes, 175.00

### FINE BEERS

SPARTA or AEGEAN Greek beers, whichever is available.

HEINEKEN's, AMSTEL, LIGHT and CORONA

### LIQUORS, LIQUEURS, APERITIFS, COGNACS, BRANDIES at your request.